
FS-24s-4B, 24-second shot
clock with game time, 4-SIDED
(Art.258-54)

Indicator of 24 seconds and game time, Display on 4 sides.

FIBA approved level 2.

Electronic scorebord indicated for Basketball.

Functions displayed:

24-second timer: [0-99], digits 30cm high figures, with tenths of a
second display.
Game time: [0:00 - 99:59], digits 14cm high.
Red light: Diameter 8cm.

Technical characteristics:

Dimensions and weight: 72x60x72cm, 38kg.•   
Visibility distance: 130m (425ft) for the 24 seconds shot
clock, 70m (230ft) for the game time.

•   

Readability angle: 360 degrees.•   
F.I.B.A. approved level 2 (info, FIBA certificate). It can
be used together with other models for creating large
scoreboards displaying various information (info).

•   

No front protection cover required. Complies with DIN
18032-3 and UNI 9554:1989 standards on "resistance to
damage from balls". You save on the cost of a protective
cover, visibility is completely preserved, and access to the
scoreboard is easy. YouTube video

•   

Supplied with serial cable to connect to the Control
Conso le  (see ACCESSORIES)  or  to  the e lect ron ic
scoreboard above it, depending on which type of cabling is
more convenient. Serial cable is 50m long or chose from
dif ferent  lengths when order ing.  In  a l ternat iva è
Alternatively, a Radio Receiver is available (art.265-20)
that  a l lows  you  to  save  on  the  cab le  cos ts  ( see
ACCESSORIES).

•   

Strong container made from powder-coated aluminum,
comes with threaded holes on upper and lower sides to
facilitate mounting. Front panel made from anti-glare
polycarbonate.

•   

Views are easily accessible from the front, built with
high-quality, wide-angle SMD LEDs with an average life of
100,000 hours!

•   

The horn can be sounded manually or automatically at
the end of the 24 seconds, producing a strong acoustic
signal (120dB at 1m) with adjustable duration and
intensity. The sound of the horn is different from the one
made by the game timer.

•   

Red light goes on automatically at the end of the game
time and the 24 seconds.

•   

Guarantee: 2 years (info).•   
Power supply: 100-240Vac, 50-60Hz, 300VA. Select the
type of plug for the power supply cord when ordering.

•   

ACCESSORIES (not included):

Scoreboard Control Console Art.308-01 Console-700
The 24 seconds indicators are controlled using the
"Console-700" control  console for the electronic
scoreboard, which we recommend be connected to the
"Time-Console-03" ,  espec ia l ly  des igned wi th  3
convenient levers to make it easier to operate the 24
seconds shot clock.

•   

FS2 Radio Receiver for FS scoreboards (art.265-20).
Receives via radio the data transmitted by the control
console and distr ibutes the signal to one or more
scoreboards via cable. Reliable wireless communication: by
2.4GHz FHSS (Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum) radio
transmission to avoid interferences. The use of a wireless
system reduces costs by eliminating the need of a cable
connection between console and scoreboards. >> Radio
Receiver installation manual

•   

Art.258-54
FS-24s-4B Four-sided shot clock and
game time
Size: 75x75xH60cm. - Weight: 38kg.

Art.258-53
FS-24s-3B Three-sided shot clock and
game time
Size: 74x65xH60cm. - Weight: 29kg.

Art.258-51
FS-24s-1B One-sided shot clock and
game time
Size: 70,5x60x11,5cm. - Weight: 11kg.

Art.265-20
FS2 Radio  Receiver  for  FS-ser ies
scoreboards
Size: 23x13x7cm. - Weight: 1,04kg.

Art.308-01
Console-700, multisport console with 7�
touchscreen display
Size: 24.5x17x8.5cm. - Weight: 1.35kg.

Art.232-03
Time-Console-03, additional console for
chronometer and 24/14/30 second shot
clock
Size: 12x8.2x2.5cm. - Weight: 0.32kg.

Art.308-10
Case-700, carrying case for Console-700
2014-05-22
Size: 40x30x13.5cm. - Weight: 1.53kg.
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